
Flow Chart of First Two Weeks of Child Welfare Services for Orange County Parents Whose Children are Identified as Drug Affected at Birth 

 

Emergency Response SSW 
Assigned

ERSSW visits hospital, meets with 
nurse

ERSSW Reviews Mother and 
Infant Charts

ERSSW Interviews mother who 
may or may not be expecting visit 

depending on hospital policy

ERSSW leaves mother and calls 
supervisor (SSSS) to discuss case 

and decide using  SDM 
assessment whether to hold child

If Yes

Call Law enforcement of patient's 
home jurisdiction and speak to 

watch commander to obtain 
authorization for hold

If yes 
(always 

is)

Complete Hold Form in Child's 
Medical Chart

ERSSW Complete Blue Form 
(Petition for Removal Application 

with time of completion which 
starts the removal process 

timeline)

ERSSW Goes back to mother and 
explains hold to mother and nurse 

Provides mother with info on 
hearing and treatment (see list)

ERSSW completes paperwork at 
office:  File Blue paperwork at 
Orangewood Children's Home, 
complete referral in computer 

system, get on detention hearing 
schedule, Intake SSW should be 

assigned

same 
day

TDM scheduler schedules room 
and invites appropriate people:  
parents, ERSSW, CalWORKS if 

available,

w/in one 
day

TDM held in person or by 
telephone if parent still in 

hospital, identify potential family 
members for placement

Timing of 
three 

business 
days 

disputed 
by 

parents

Parent recieives TDM summary, 
court hearing date, time and 

location,family members under 
consideration  (we didn't discuss 
how this gets done and how the 

parent gets it in time)

Hand off to Dependency Intake 
SSW

Detention Hearing Day:  Parent 
orientation (voluntary)

Detention Hearing Parent goes 
through security, at reception is 
told which court room, sits for a 

long time outside court room 
w/various people approaching for 
info, parent assigned attorney at 

court

Drug 
Court? If 

no

Parent Ordered to drug test

Orders for services, unclear whose 
responsibility it is to make first 

call, parent or SSW pre-trial 
hearing and trial scheduled

Hand-off to Dependency 
Investigations SSW w/in three 

days

Within 2 
weeks

First Interview of DISSW with 
Parents to discuss case planning 

including treatment

Treatment access depends on 
services.  Drug Court services 
accessed faster, OP services 

accessed faster,wait lists vary but 
currently no wait for OP




